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Mathematical model for positive feedback and temperature induced signal

transduction and differential gene regulation in Bordetella pertussis
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(Dated: 3 June 2011)

Based on the phosphorelay kinetics operative within BvgAS two component system we propose a mathe-
matical model for signal transduction and differential gene regulation in Bordetella pertussis. To understand
the system behavior under elevated temperature, the developed model has been studied in two different
ways. First, a quasi-steady state analysis has been carried out for the two component system, comprising
of sensor BvgS and response regulator BvgA. The quasi-steady state analysis reveals a positive feedback
and temperature induced molecular switch, leading to graded response and amplification in the output of
BvgA. Accumulation of large pool of BvgA thus results into differential regulation of the downstream genes,
including the gene encoding toxin. Furthermore, numerical integration of the full network kinetics has been
carried out to explore time dependent behavior of different system components, that qualitatively capture
the essential features of experimental results performed in vivo.

PACS numbers: 82.39.-k, 87.16.Xa, 87.18.Mp, 87.18.Vf

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the important functional aspects of living or-
ganisms is to respond to the sudden changes made in
their environment, and to make appropriate changes in
the cellular or subcellular level for survival. Direct man-
ifestations of such changes at the subcellular level are
the expression/repression of single or multiple genes con-
trolling different functional behavior of an organism.1

The human pathogen Bordetella pertussis, a gram nega-
tive bacteria and causative agent for the disease whoop-
ing cough,2 is no exception to the aforesaid behavior.
At 25 ◦C, while freely moving in the environment their
pathogenic properties remain dormant. But, when they
are within the host at 37 ◦C, their virulent properties
come into play. In the laboratory the reverse effect,
i.e., suppression of pathogenic behavior is observed us-
ing MgSO4 or nicotinic acid.3,4 The virulent behavior of
B. pertussis within host, in response to sudden environ-
mental change, has been experimentally studied and has
been found to be operative through BvgAS two compo-
nent system (TCS).3,4 The TCS comprises of transmem-
brane sensor BvgS and response regulator BvgA where
signal flows through this pair via a four step (His-Asp-
His-Asp) phosphorelay mechanism.
As a response to temperature elevation in the environ-

ment, the response regulator BvgA becomes active (the
phosphorylated dimer) within each bacterium, which in
turn exerts a positive feedback on its own operon, the bvg
operon. Positive feedback loop thus increases the active
form of BvgA in a switch like manner. In other words,

a)Electronic mail: arnabbanerjy@gmail.com
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author

once the BvgAS two-component machinery becomes op-
erative, large pool of active BvgA either repress and/or
express several downstream genes where the phosphory-
lated dimer of BvgA plays the leading role by acting as
transcription factor (TF).5 Based on the binding affin-
ity of TFs to the respective promoters, different types of
downstream genes are regulated in Bordetella spp. and
have been broadly grouped into four classes, e.g., class 1,
class 2, class 3 and class 4.3,4 Class 1 genes encompass
genes that are responsible for encoding toxins, such as
adenylate cyclase (cyaA-E) and pertussis toxin (ptxA-E).
Class 2 genes express proteins responsible for adherence,
such as fhaB encodes filamentous hemagglutinin. Among
all the four classes of genes, class 3 genes show a unique
behavior, although its functional activity is not known till
date.3,4 The only well characterized class 3 gene found in
B. pertussis is known as bipA. The final one, class 4 genes
have been reported to encode frlAB in B. bronchiseptica

and is responsible for motility. It is important to men-
tion that expressions of class 3 and class 4 gene are not
observed in B. pertussis under the influence of temper-
ature elevation. To be specific, class 3 gene expression
has been observed in B. pertussis only under the influ-
ence of intermediate concentration of MgSO4 and class 4
gene under low concentration of MgSO4 in B. bronchisep-
tica. Expression and/or repression of the four classes of
downstream genes is controlled by strong and/or weak
binding sites (for TFs) present in the promoter region of
the respective genes. Among these, promoter region of
class 4 gene has the strongest affinity for TFs. Promoter
region of class 2 and class 3 genes have medium affinity
for TFs, whereas promoter region of class 1 gene has the
weakest affinity for TFs. On the basis of the promoter re-
gions’ affinity for TFs it is thus expected that expression
and/or repression of four classes of downstream genes in
Bordetella spp. would show a differential pattern in their
temporal dynamics.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1106.0466v1
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FIG. 1. (color online) Schematic presentation of bvg locus and
signal transduction in BvgAS two component system. The
dashed line presents the feedback by phosphorylated dimer of
BvgA on its own operon. The dotted line is for the production
of dimers of BvgS and BvgA. For simplicity the mRNAs are
not shown in the diagram.

Keeping these aforesaid phenomenological information
in mind we have developed a mathematical model based
on biochemical interactions taking place within B. per-

tussis under the influence of temperature elevation. The
objective of present work is twofold. First, we aim to un-
derstand the molecular switch operative in BvgAS TCS
and to identify the key players responsible for amplifica-
tion of TFs. Second, through our model we aim to re-
generate qualitative features of the network and to mimic
different phenotypic states of B. pertussis under temper-
ature elevation.
The paper is organized in the following way. In the

next section we describe the mathematical model us-
ing possible key biochemical kinetic interactions. In sec-
tion 3, we first provide a steady state analysis of the TCS
and then extend our analysis via computer simulation of
the full network kinetics, where qualitative features of the
in vivo experimental results have been presented. The
paper is concluded in section 4.

II. THE MODEL

To understand the mechanism for temperature induced
activation of bvg locus and differential regulation of the
downstream genes, we propose a mathematical model in
the following.

A. The bvg locus

Experimental studies in B. pertussis suggest multi-
promoter activities in bvg operon.6–8 Out of the four pro-
moters, P1, P2, P3 and P4, present in the bvg locus (see
Fig. 1), only P2 is known to be constitutively active under
non-inducing condition (25 ◦C) and is bvg independent.

After induction (37 ◦C), activity of the P2 promoter goes
down while the other three promoters (P1, P3 and P4)
become active. As shown in Ref. 8, at 37 ◦C, P1 shows
maximal level of activity compared to P3 and is on within
< 10 minutes of induction. The amount of transcripts
generated from P3 is very low and have been reported to
be hardly detectable.8 The P4 promoter shows same level
of activity as P1 but produces antisense RNA. Although
activity of P4 promoter and its product, the antisense-
RNA, is known, the target of the antisense RNA is not
known till date. In passing it is important to mention
that multi-promoter activity in the operon of TCS as ob-
served in B. pertussis, has also been observed in other
human pathogens.9

To model functioning of the bvg locus we consider only
the activity of two promoters P1 and P2 in our model,
as reasonable amount of experimental data is available
in the literature for these two promoters.8 Based on the
activity of P1 and P2 promoters we consider two forms
for each of the promoters, the inactive (P1i and P2i) and
the active (P1a and P2a) forms. Transition from active
to inactive state and vice versa is achieved through their
interaction with TF (the phosphorylated dimer of the
response regulator BvgA, A2P ),

P2a +A2P

kb2

⇋
ku2

P2i, (1)

P1i +A2P

kb1

⇋
ku1

P1a. (2)

In the above two equations repression of the constitutive
promoter P2 and activation of the induced promoter P1

has been described in terms of the kinetics of interaction
between TFs and promoters. To keep track of the tran-
scripts generated due to P1 and P2, following Ref. 8, we
consider two isoforms of mRNA generated from the bvg
locus, mAS1 and mAS2, respectively. At 25 ◦C, mAS2 is
constitutively produced from the active state of P2 pro-
moter

P2a
ktp,20

−→ mAS2. (3a)

After 2 hours of induction, level of mAS2 goes down but
still maintains a low level of expression (see Fig. 3B of
Ref. 8) which we assign to the residual activity of P2a.
After 20 minutes of induction, production of mAS2 re-
mains still on, reaches a maxima, and then goes down
which we attribute to the suppression of P2a and the for-
mation of P2i altogether. At the onset of induction small
amount TFs are produced, which increases the activity of
the constitutive promoter rather than decreasing it. But
around ∼20 minutes after induction pool of TFs cross
a critical value and are sufficient to start repressing the
constitutive promoter. Thus on a temporal scale, under
inducing condition, synthesis of mAS2 gets controlled by
both P2a and P2i,

P2a + P2i
ktp,21

−→ mAS2, (3b)
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which results into logistic kinetics of type ∼ x(1 − x)
when translated in terms of ordinary differential equation
(ODE) (see Appendix). Unlike the transcripts generated
due to P2 activity, generation of mAS1 is solely governed
by the the active form of P1 promoter

P1a
ktp,11

−→ mAS1. (4)

Finally, we consider natural degradation of both the tran-
scripts generated from P1 and P2,

mAS1
kd,m

−→ ∅,mAS2
kd,m

−→ ∅. (5)

B. The two component system

Once transcribed from the locus, we consider trans-
lation of two isoforms mAS1 and mAS2 into dimers of
sensor, BvgS (S2), and response regulator, BvgA (A2)
proteins,

mAS1
kss,1

−→ mAS1 + S2, (6a)

mAS2
kss,2

−→ mAS2 + S2, (6b)

mAS1
ksa,1

−→ mAS1 +A2, (6c)

mAS2
ksa,2

−→ mAS2 +A2. (6d)

In reality the sensor and response regulator proteins are
first translated as monomers and then dimerize.3 Since
dimers of BvgA, not the monomers, act as transcription
factors for the activation of bvg locus, we have omitted
kinetics of monomer formation and subsequent dimeriza-
tion in our model and work instead with S2 and A2. As
we show in the following, this simplification does not af-
fect our analysis and modeling of the signal transduction
network.
In bacterial TCS, autophosphorylation occurs at his-

tidine residue of the sensor kinase, that serves as source
of phosphate group and transfers the same to the aspar-
tate residue of response regulator, acting as sink.10–13

This orthodox two-step His-Asp phosphotransfer gets
complicated in B. pertussis where signal transduction
takes place via a unorthodox four-step His-Asp-His-Asp
phosphotransfer mechanism,14 where the first three steps
(His-Asp-His) take place within the sensor protein BvgS
and in the last step (His-Asp) phosphate group flows from
the transmembrane sensor BvgS to the cytoplasmic re-
sponse regulator BvgA. Although mathematical model-
ing of two-step phosphorelay has been reported in dif-
ferent context of bacterial signal transduction15–19 very
few studies have been undertaken to model the four-step
phosphorelay kinetics.20 In the present study we have
adopted a simplified approach of what proposed by Kim
and Cho.20 Instead of detailed three-step (His-Asp-His)
phosphotransfer mechanism within BvgS we consider au-
tophosphorylation at S2, the dimer of BvgS,

S2

kp,s2

⇋
kdp,s2

S2P . (7)

At this point it is important to mention that exact mecha-
nism for the activation of BvgS in B. pertussis under tem-
perature induction is not clear from the literature. To in-
corporate sensing of the external stimulus and subsequent
activation of the TCS we have adopted the mechanism
given in Eq. (7). Once phosphorylated the sensor protein
transfers the phosphate group to their cognate response
regulator A2, the dimer of BvgA, mimicking the last step
(His-Asp) of the four-step phosphotransfer mechanism.
To model the phosphotransfer we have adopted the mech-
anism proposed by Batchelor and Goulian16

S2P +A2

kt,f

⇋
kt,b

S2P · A2
kt,a2

−→ S2 +A2P , (8)

where S2P · A2 is the Michaelis complex formed by S2P

and A2. In addition to their kinase activity the sensor
protein also exhibits phosphatase activity by removing
the phosphate group from their cognate partner12,16 thus
showing bifunctional behavior

S2 +A2P

kp,f

⇋
kp,b

S2 ·A2P
kp,a2

−→ S2 +A2. (9)

Likewise the mRNA transcribed from the bvg locus, we
consider natural degradation of different forms of sensor
and response regulator proteins

S2
kd,p

−→ ∅, S2P
kd,p

−→ ∅, A2
kd,p

−→ ∅, A2P
kd,p

−→ ∅. (10)

The phosphorylated dimer of the response regulator then
exerts a positive feedback in the bvg locus thus activating
and/or inhibiting the promoters of the locus (see Eqs. (1-
2)). In addition they control the expression and/or re-
pression of several downstream genes.

C. Differential gene regulation

To model regulation of downstream genes under in-
duced condition we use the following TF binding proper-
ties of different promoters of downstream genes. The pro-
moters for class 1 gene contain low affinity BvgA binding
site far upstream of the transcriptional start site (TSP),
as a result high level of A2P is necessary to activate these
genes and they are expressed quite late compared to class
2 and class 3 genes. Class 2 promoters contain high affin-
ity BvgA binding site close to TSP and fairly low level
of A2P is sufficient to activate these genes. As a result,
expression of class 2 genes becomes visible within very
short period after induction. Class 3 gene, bipA, con-
tains high affinity as well as low affinity BvgA binding
site just upstream and downstream of TSP, respectively.
Once induced, bipA becomes active almost at the same
time like fhaB (class 2 gene) with the help of low amount
of A2P . At a critical concentration of BvgA gene expres-
sion becomes maximum and then it starts falling due
to BvgA binding to the downstream low affinity binding
site. The frlAB promoter (class 4) has been found to
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FIG. 2. (color online) Schematic diagram for differential gene
regulation in Bordetella pertussis. The red blob is for RNA
polymerase and the magenta dimers with yellow circle on top
are for phosphorylated dimers of BvgA.

contain distinguishable BvgA binding site that overlaps
with TSP.21 Thus a very low level of BvgA may be able
to suppress class 4 genes.
In Fig. 2 we schematically show regulation of four

classes of genes as BvgA level increases. The binding
kinetics of phosphorylated dimer of BvgA (A2P ) to the
promoters of these four classes of genes are given in the
Appendix (see Eqs. A1a-A4). While active, four classes
of genes starts transcribing their corresponding mRNA

Pclj,a

ktp,clj

−→ mclj , (11)

where j = 1− 4. Likewise the transcripts generated from
the bvg locus, we consider natural degradation of the four
different classes of transcripts

mclj

kd,m

−→ ∅. (12)

Before proceeding further we would like to mention that
all the relevant symbols designating biochemical species
used in this section are listed in the Table I.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To check the validity of our proposed model, the ki-
netic network developed in the previous section has been
translated into sets of coupled nonlinear ODEs. To un-
derstand functionality of temperature induced switch op-
erative in the proposed model we first analyze the kinet-
ics for bvg locus and the TCS using quasi-steady state
approximation.16 The full network kinetics is then nu-
merically integrated for large set of parameters of the
proposed model and compared with in vivo experimental
results of Ref. 8.

A. Steady state analysis

According to the model described in the previous sec-
tion total amount of sensor and response regulator pro-

TABLE I. List of symbols (with initial values) used in the
model

Symbol Initial Value Description
P1a 0 nM Active state of promoter P1

P1i 0.98 nM Inactive state of promoter P1

P2a 0.98 nM Active state of promoter P2

P2i 0 nM Inactive state of promoter P2

mAS1 0 nM Transcripts generated from P1a

mAS2 1.11 nM Transcripts generated from P2a

S2 10.74 nM Dimer of sensor BvgS
A2 11.23 nM Dimer of response regulator BvgA
S2P 0 nM Phosphorylated dimer of sensor BvgS
A2P 0 nM Phosphorylated dimer of response

regulator BvgA (transcription factor)
S2P · A2 0 nM Michaelis constant formed by S2P and A2

S2 · A2P 0 nM Michaelis constant formed by S2 and A2P

Pcl1,a 0 nM Active state of promoter for class 1 gene
Pcl1,i 0.98 nM Inactive state of promoter for class 1 gene
Pcl2,a 0 nM Active state of promoter for class 2 gene
Pcl2,i 0.98 nM Inactive state of promoter for class 2 gene
Pcl3,a 0 nM Active state of promoter for class 3 gene
Pcl3,i 0.98 nM Inactive state of promoter for class 3 gene
Pcl4,a 0.98 nM Active state of promoter for class 4 gene
Pcl4,i 0 nM Inactive state of promoter for class 4 gene
mcl1 0 nM Transcripts generated from Pcl1,a

mcl2 0 nM Transcripts generated from Pcl2,a

mcl3 0 nM Transcripts generated from Pcl3,a

mcl4 2.93 nM Transcripts generated from Pcl4,a

teins can be expressed by the conservation relation

[ST ] = [S2] + [S2P ] + [S2P · A2] + [S2 ·A2P ], (13)

[AT ] = [A2] + [A2P ] + [S2P · A2] + [S2 · A2P ], (14)

where [AT ]/[ST ] ≈ ksa,2/kss,2 ≈ 17 (see Table II). Thus
one can express essential features of the dynamics in
terms of the response regulator protein. To realize the
nature of amplification in gene expression at 37 ◦C and
to analyze the steady state dynamics we divide the TCS
signaling network into two modules, the autoregulation
module and the phosphorylation (or post-translational)
module.16

1. Autoregulation module

In the limit [AT ] > [ST ], [AT ] ≈ [A2] + [A2P ] is
a reasonable approximation as the Michaelis complexes
[S2P · A2] and [S2 · A2P ] show transient dynamics under
this condition. Hence, the time evolution of [AT ] can be
written as

d[AT ]

dt
≈

d[A2]

dt
+

d[A2P ]

dt
,

in which using the explicit expressions for the terms in
the right hand side (see Appendix) one arrives at

d[AT ]

dt
≈ β̃1(1− F2(AP )) + β̃2(1− F2(AP ))F2(AP )

+β̃3F1(AP )− kd,p[AT ]. (15)

At steady state, equation (15) leads to

[AT ] ≈ β1(1− F2(AP )) + β2(1− F2(AP ))F2(AP )

+β3F1(AP ), (16)
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where βi = β̃i/kd,p (i = 1, 2, 3). The first two terms
on the right hand side of Eq. (16) arise due to P2 pro-
moter activity whereas the third term is solely due to
P1 promoter under inducing condition. In the limit of
zero phosphorylation (kp,s2 = 0), i.e., at 25 ◦C, Eq. (16)
leads to [AT ] = β1 (= ksa,2ktp,20/kd,mkd,p). Thus, under
zero stimulus system dynamics is solely governed by basal
transcription (ktp,20) and translation (ksa,2) processes.

2. Phosphorylation module

Considering only the phosphotransfer kinetics (see
Eqs. 7-9) and using the relations given in D.3 (see Ap-
pendix) we have at steady state

kp,s2[S2] = kdp,s2[S2P ]−
kt,a2
KMt

[S2P ][A2], (17)

kp,a2
KMp

[S2][A2P ] =
kt,a2
KMt

[S2P ][A2]. (18)

While deriving the above two expressions we have again
considered the transient concentrations for the two
Michaelis intermediates [S2P · A2] and [S2 · A2P ] under
the condition [AT ] > [ST ] mentioned in the foregoing
subsection. After some algebra Eqs. (17-18) provide

Cp

A2P
=

Ct

A2
+ 1, (19)

where Cp = kp,s2KMp/kp,a2 and Ct = kdp,s2KMt/kt,a2.
Now, for [AT ] ≈ [A2] + [A2P ], Eq. (19) gets transformed
into

[A2P ] ≈
1

2
(Ct + Cp + [AT ])

−

1

2

√

(Ct + Cp + [AT ])
2
− 4Cp[AT ], (20)

which is valid for [A2P ] 6 [AT ].
In Fig. 3 we show steady state output of normalized

[A2P ] as a function of normalized [AT ] for low and high
temperature (red curves). In the model, temperature
shift is done by tuning the control parameter kp,s2. Se-
quential increase of temperature effectively makes a large
pool of response regulator BvgA22 which are ready to be
phosphorylated as the autophosphorylation rate (kp,s2)
of the sensor protein is increased in the model, which in
turn increases the pool of TFs, A2P . The resulting curves
show sigmoidal nature and saturate at high [AT ] value.
For zero auto dephosphorylation (kdp,s2 = 0) Ct = 0; in
this case for [AT ] > Cp, Eq. (20) yields [A2P ] ≈ Cp. Since
Cp is a function of kp,s2, for fixed set of other parame-
ters of the model, a change in kp,s2 brings in a change
in the value of [A2P ] (red curves). At this point it is
pertinent to mention that in our model steady state out-
put of [A2P ] depends on both [AT ] and the source of
autophosphorylation, kp,s2. In other words, the network
output is sensitive when small fraction of response regu-
lator is phosphorylated, [A2P ] 6 [AT ], and is dependent
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FIG. 3. (color online) The steady state behavior of the TCS
circuit in terms of normalized [A2P ] as a function of normal-
ized [AT ]. The red curves are for phosphorylation module,
Eq.(20), at low and high temperature. The blue switch like
curve is due to autoregulation module, Eq.(16). While go-
ing from low to high temperature, a small change in the [AT ]
value makes a large amplification (the red double headed ar-
row) in the [A2P ] value. The leftmost vertical blue line is for
basal expression.

on the source of phosphorylation. The intersections of
the curve (blue) due to autoregulation module and the
curves (red) due to phosphorylation module give a mea-
sure of the amplification in steady state output of [A2P ]
when temperature of the surrounding is increased. For
a reasonable temperature shift, a small change in the
[AT ] value brings in a large jump in the [A2P ] value, a
signature of enhanced positive feedback controlled signal
transduction.

B. Time dependent dynamics

To study the time dependent behavior
of different quantities of the model, the
sets of nonlinear ODEs are solved by XPP
(http://www.math.pitt.edu/∼bard/xpp/xpp.html)
using the parameter set given in Table II. The consensus
set of parameters used for numerical integration of the
nonlinear ODEs are obtained using Parameter Estima-
tion Toolkit (PET) (http://mpf.biol.vt.edu/pet/).

1. The bvg operon

In Fig. 4 we compare the numerically integrated data
with experimental results,8 for time evolution of tran-
scripts mAS1 and mAS2 generated by the two promoters
P1 and P2, respectively. While plotting the data we have
scaled each transcripts value by the maximum of mAST

(= mAS1+mAS1) to compare simulated data with exper-
imental results in a relative scale of 100. From Fig. 4 it is

http://www.math.pitt.edu/~bard/xpp/xpp.html
http://mpf.biol.vt.edu/pet/
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FIG. 4. (color online) Time evolution of transcripts mAS1

and mAS2 due to P1 and P2 activity, respectively. The open
symbols are taken from Ref. 8 and the solid lines are results
of numerical integration.

evident that our model captures the qualitative aspects
of in vivo experimental results. To get an idea of how well
our model can mimic the real system we define the am-
plification factor, f (= induced/basal) for mRNA expres-
sion which for experiment and simulation are fexp ≈ 2.63
and fsim = ktp,11/ktp,20 ≈ 2.28, respectively, and are in
good agreement.

2. The proteins

As the bvg operon gets switched on at higher tempera-
ture (37 ◦C) it starts producing a large pool of response
regulator BvgA which is about > 50 fold higher than that
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FIG. 5. (color online) Fold increase of total amount of sensor
(ST ) and response regulator (AT ) protein. The dynamics is
shown for first 18 hours after induction. The open symbols are
taken from Ref. 8 and the solid lines are results of numerical
integration.
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FIG. 6. (color online) Time evolution of four different classes
of mRNA due to differential gene regulation. The open sym-
bols are taken from Ref. 8 and the solid lines are due to nu-
merical integration.

what is produced at the non-inducing condition.7,8,22

Experimental results show low level synthesis of sensor
(BvgS) and response regulator (BvgA) proteins at low
temperature (25 ◦C), but 6 hours after induction their
level becomes 56 and 4 fold higher, respectively. In the
next 18 hours level of BvgA protein goes down to 40 fold
whereas level of BvgS protein finally increases to 17 fold.8

In Fig. 5 we show qualitative agreement of simulated re-
sult with that of experimental data for fold increase of
total BvgS (ST ) and total BvgA (AT ) protein. While
caculating ST and AT we have used conservation rela-
tions (see Eqs. 13-14). It is interesting to note that al-
though time evolution of protein levels show modulation,
the relevant dynamics for the activation of the down-
stream genes takes place within first 8 hours of induction
(see discussion in the following subsection).

3. Differential gene regulation

After 2 hours of induction total BvgA level increases
only by ∼18 fold, but such low level of response regulator
protein is enough to activate class 2 genes that encode the
proteins for adherence due to high affinity binding site
upstream of TSP. As a result, within 2 hours of induc-
tion the promoter for class 2 gene gets activated and the
corresponding mRNA (mcl2) level reaches its maximum
value (see Fig. 6). After this 2 hours time window, level
of BvgA rises and the accumulated amount is enough to
bind the low affinity binding site of class 1 genes and to
activate them. Thus, in a period of 2-6 hours of activa-
tion, class 1 genes gets fully on leading the corresponding
mRNA (mcl1) level to its maximum value (see Fig. 6).
Together with class 1 and class 2 genes we have shown

the time evolution of class 3 and class 4 genes in Fig. 6.
As mentioned in the introduction, although class 3 gene
expression has not been observed in B. pertussis under
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TABLE II. List of kinetic parameters (with values) used in the model

Parameter Value Description

kb1 1.024 × 10−4 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and P1i

ku1 1.167 × 10−3 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from P1a

kb2 3.242 × 10−3 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and P2a

ku2 5.0 × 10−2 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from P2i

ktp,20 1.9 × 10−3 s−1 Basal transcription rate from P2 promoter
ktp,21 9.386 × 10−3 nM−1 s−1 Induced transcription rate from P2 promoter

ktp,11 4.083 × 10−3 s−1 Induced transcription rate from P1 promoter
kd,m 1.667 × 10−3 s−1 Degradation rate of mRNA

kss,1 6.667 × 10−3 s−1 Synthesis rate of S2 from mAS1

kss,2 1.667 × 10−3 s−1 Synthesis rate of S2 from mAS2

ksa,1 4.167 × 10−2 s−1 Synthesis rate of A2 from mAS1

ksa,2 1.667 × 10−3 s−1 Synthesis rate of A2 from mAS2

kp,s2 8.333 × 10−3 s−1 Phosphorylation rate of S2

kdp,s2 3.333 × 10−3 s−1 Dephosphorylation rate of S2P

kt,f 8.532 × 10−3 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of S2P and A2

kt,b 1.667 × 10−3 s−1 Dissociation rate of S2P · A2

kt,a2 8.333 × 10−2 s−1 Phosphate transfer rate from S2P to A2

kp,f 3.413 × 10−5 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of S2 and A2P

kp,b 1.333 × 10−3 s−1 Dissociation rate of S2 · A2P

kp,a2 5.0 × 10−2 s−1 Phosphate removal rate from A2P by S2

kd,p 1.667 × 10−4 s−1 Degradation rate of protein

kb,11 8.533 × 10−7 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and Pcl1,i

ku,11 1.667 × 10−6 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from Pcl1,i1

kb,12 1.365 × 10−6 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and Pcl1,i1

ku,12 3.333 × 10−6 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from Pcl1,i2

kb,13 1.706 × 10−6 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and Pcl1,i2

ku,13 8.333 × 10−6 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from Pcl1,a

kb,21 5.119 × 10−4 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and Pcl2,i

ku,21 1.667 × 10−4 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from Pcl2,i1

kb,22 1.706 × 10−3 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and Pcl2,i1

ku,22 3.333 × 10−4 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from Pcl2,i2

kb,23 1.706 × 10−3 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and Pcl2,i2

ku,23 5.0 × 10−4 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from Pcl2,a

kb,31 8.533 × 10−5 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and Pcl3,i

ku,31 1.667 × 10−4 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from Pcl3,i1

kb,32 1.365 × 10−4 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and Pcl3,i1

ku,32 3.333 × 10−4 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from Pcl3,a

kb,33 1.706 × 10−6 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and Pcl3,a

ku,33 5.0 × 10−4 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from Pcl3,i2

kb,34 3.413 × 10−6 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and Pcl3,i2

ku,34 6.667 × 10−4 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from Pcl3,i3

kb,35 4.266 × 10−6 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and Pcl3,i3

ku,35 8.333 × 10−4 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from Pcl3,i4

kb,41 1.706 × 10−4 nM−1 s−1 Association rate of A2P and Pcl4,a

ku,41 1.667 × 10−4 s−1 Dissociation rate of A2P from Pcl4,i

ktp,cl1 5.167 × 10−3 s−1 Transcription rate from Pcl1,a promoter

ktp,cl2 5.083 × 10−3 s−1 Transcription rate from Pcl2,a promoter

ktp,cl3 6.083 × 10−3 s−1 Transcription rate from Pcl3,a promoter
ktp,cl4 5.0 × 10−3 s−1 Transcription rate from Pcl4,a promoter

temperature induction, we predict that proper modula-
tion of external temperature may lead to expression of
class 3 gene in B. pertussis as gradual tuning of external
temperature slowly accumulates the transcription factor
in a graded response manner.22 Similarly, expression of

class 4 gene can be achieved by incorporating a plasmid
containing frlAB fused with lacZ from B. bronchiseptica

into B. pertussis. Similar kind of technique has been
used to express ptx promoter from B. pertussis in B.

bronchiseptica.23

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

To conclude, we have developed a mathematical model
to study signal transduction and differential gene regu-
lation in B. pertussis under the influence of temperature
elevation. The proposed model takes care of possible ele-
mentary kinetics of the biochemical interactions between

several system components. To understand the molecular
switch operative in the BvgAS TCS, a quasi steady state
analysis has been performed which reveals temperature
induced molecular switch that responds to the external
stimulus in a graded manner. The very nature of the
graded response has been shown as the consequence of
positive feedback motif present within the bvgAS operon.
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Outcome of the graded response gets reflected in the large
accumulation of the TF, which then controls the expres-
sion of several downstream genes including the genes for
adherence and toxin. The later features have been ob-
served via numerical integration of the coupled nonlinear
ODEs for large set of parameters. The resultant numer-
ical results essentially capture the qualitative features of
the network dynamics performed in vivo. On the basis of
our developed model we have made novel testable predic-
tion for the temperature induced class 3 gene expression.
To the best of our knowledge, the model we propose here
is the first theoretical venture to understand properties
of complex signal transduction network present in B. per-
tussis.

We hope that our in silico study will inspire more ex-
periments in the coming days to address subtle issues of
the network that are yet to be explored. One of such is-
sues is the characterization of exact target and function-
ing of the antisense RNA, transcribed from P4 promoter
of bvgAS operon. In addition, one may find it interesting
to make quantitative measurement of different proteins
generated due to activity of the four classes of down-
stream genes. Information from these new experimental
findings will certainly help one to build a more realistic
model in future.
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Appendix A: Promoter kinetics of downstream genes

The active and inactive forms of four different pro-
moters of the downstream genes are modeled as Pclj,a

and Pclj,i (j = 1, 2, 3, 4), respectively. Considering co-
operativity in binding of TFs (A2P ) to the high/low affin-
ity binding site of these promoters we model binding ki-
netics as follows,

For class 1 gene:

Pcl1,i +A2P

kb,11

⇋
ku,11

Pcl1,i1, (A1a)

Pcl1,i1 +A2P

kb,12

⇋
ku,12

Pcl1,i2, (A1b)

Pcl1,i2 +A2P

kb,13

⇋
ku,13

Pcl1,a. (A1c)

For class 2 gene:

Pcl2,i +A2P

kb,21

⇋
ku,21

Pcl2,i1, (A2a)

Pcl2,i1 +A2P

kb,22

⇋
ku,22

Pcl2,i2, (A2b)

Pcl2,i2 +A2P

kb,23

⇋
ku,23

Pcl2,a. (A2c)

For class 3 gene:

Pcl3,i +A2P

kb,31

⇋
ku,31

Pcl3,i1, (A3a)

Pcl3,i1 +A2P

kb,32

⇋
ku,32

Pcl3,a, (A3b)

Pcl3,a +A2P

kb,33

⇋
ku,33

Pcl3,i2, (A3c)

Pcl3,i2 +A2P

kb,34

⇋
ku,34

Pcl3,i3, (A3d)

Pcl3,i3 +A2P

kb,35

⇋
ku,35

Pcl3,i4. (A3e)

For class 4 gene:

Pcl4,a +A2P

kb,41

⇋
ku,41

Pcl4,i, (A4)

In the above set of equations Pclj,ik (k = 1, 2, . . .) rep-
resents the inactive intermediate states of the different
classes of promoters.

Appendix B: Promoter kinetics of bvg locus

As mentioned in the main text we consider a single
copy of the bvg gene, with conservation relations [P2i] +
[P2a] = 1 and [P1i] + [P1a] = 1 for the two promoters
controlling functionality of the bvgAS operon. Dynamical
equations for the promoter kinetics thus can be written
as

d[P2a]

dt
= −kb2[P2a][A2P ] + ku2[P2i], (B1)

d[P1a]

dt
= kb1[P1i][A2P ]− ku1[P1a], (B2)

which at the steady state (d[P2a]/dt = d[P1a]/dt = 0)
give,

[P1a] = F1(A2P ), [P1i] = 1− F1(A2P ),

[P2a] = 1− F2(A2P ), [P2i] = F2(A2P ), (B3)

where

F1(A2P ) =
[A2P ]1

1 + [A2P ]1
, F2(A2P ) =

[A2P ]2
1 + [A2P ]2

,

with [A2P ]i = [A2P ]/Ki for Ki = kui/kbi (i = 1, 2).
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Appendix C: mRNA kinetics

Time evolution of the transcripts generated from the
two promoters P2 and P1 are given by the following set
of equations, respectively,

d[mAS2]

dt
= ktp,20[P2a] + ktp,21[P2a][P2i]

−kd,m[mAS2], (C1)

d[mAS1]

dt
= ktp,11[P1a]− kd,m[mAS1]. (C2)

Along with the steady state expression for the two pro-
moters given in equation (B3), one arrives at the follow-
ing expressions for concentrations of the two transcripts
at steady state (d[mAS2]/dt = d[mAS1]/dt = 0)

[mAS2] =
ktp,20
kd,m

(1− F2(A2P ))

+
ktp,21
kd,m

(1− F2(A2P ))F2(A2P ),

[mAS1] =
ktp,11
kd,m

F1(A2P ). (C3)

Appendix D: Phosphotransfer kinetics

From the kinetics of phosphate donation from sensor
to response regulator (kinase), and phosphate withdrawal
from response regulator by sensor (phosphatase), we have
two dynamical equations for the two intermediates S2P ·

A2 and S2 · A2P

d[S2P · A2]

dt
= kt,f [S2P ][A2]

−(kt,b + kt,a2)[S2P ·A2], (D1)

d[S2 ·A2P ]

dt
= kp,f [S2][A2P ]

−(kp,b + kp,a2)[S2 · A2P ]. (D2)

While writing the above two equations we have neglected
degradation of the intermediates as they show transient
dynamics. Now by imposing quasi-steady state condi-
tions on equations (D1-D2) we have

[S2P ·A2] =
[S2P ][A2]

KMt

, [S2 · A2P ] =
[S2][A2P ]

KMp

, (D3)

where KMt = (kt,b + kt,a2)/kt,f and KMp = (kp,b +
kp,a2)/kp,f are the Michaelis constants for the kinase and
the phosphatase activity of the sensors, respectively.

Appendix E: Protein kinetics

The dynamical equations representing kinetics of the
different forms of sensor and response regulator proteins
can be represented by the following sets of ordinary dif-
ferential equations

d[S2]

dt
= α̃1(1− F2(A2P )) + α̃2(1− F2(A2P ))F2(A2P )

+α̃3F1(A2P )− kp,s2[S2] + kdp,s2[S2P ]

+
kt,a2
KMt

[S2P ][A2]− kd,p[S2], (E1)

d[S2P ]

dt
= kp,s2[S2]− kdp,s2[S2P ]−

kt,a2
KMt

[S2P ][A2]

−kd,p[S2P ], (E2)

d[A2]

dt
= β̃1(1− F2(A2P )) + β̃2(1− F2(A2P ))F2(A2P )

+β̃3F1(A2P )−
kt,a2
KMt

[S2P ][A2] +
kp,a2
KMp

[S2][A2P ]

−kd,p[A2], (E3)

d[A2P ]

dt
=

kt,a2
KMt

[S2P ][A2]−
kp,a2
KMp

[S2][A2P ]

−kd,p[A2P ], (E4)

where

α̃1 = kss,2
ktp,20
kd,m

, α̃2 = kss,2
ktp,21
kd,m

, α̃3 = kss,1
ktp,11
kd,m

,

β̃1 = ksa,2
ktp,20
kd,m

, β̃2 = ksa,2
ktp,21
kd,m

, β̃3 = ksa,1
ktp,11
kd,m

.

While writing Eqs.(E1-E4) we have used the steady state
expressions for [mAS1], [mAS2], [S2P · A2] and [S2 · A2P ]
given by Eqs.(C3) and (D3).
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